Ropes

Product name

Material

BEKAERT Rope BRR3/3
BEKAERT Rope BRR3/4
BEKAERT Rope BRR3/6
BEKAERT Rope BRR3/9
BEKAERT Goldrope BRR5/1.2
BEKAERT Goldrope BRR5/1.6

(1)

Diameter
mm

Length
m

Weight
g/m

100% SS(2)

3
4
6
9

50 / 100
50
50
50

13
18
29
48

100% PBO

1.2
1.6

500
500

1.16
2.10

0.345
0.398

500
500

2.70
1.00

Sewing yarns
BEKAERT Bekinox® VN 12/3x1000 100% SS(2)
BEKAERT Bekinox® VN 12/4x275

* All data without any warranty or liability,
due to the textile nature of the product
(1)
(2)

Weight ISO 3801
SS = stainless steel ﬁbres which can continuously
withstand temperatures up to 700°C

Delivery: All fabrics are
delivered on cones or spools.

All mentioned trademarks are registered trademarks owned by NV Bekaert SA. © 2006 Bekaert

BEKAERT heat resistant separation material

Main usage
Bekaert ropes combine heat resistance and mechanical durability. They are used in a wide variety of
applications as covering material for difﬁcult shapes or as ﬁxing material in high temperature ranges.

1

3

2

BEKAERT Rope BRR3

1

these 100% stainless steel ropes
combine a high strength and
temperature resistance up to
700° C.

BEKAERT
Goldrope BRR5

BEKAERT 3
Bekinox® VN 12/3x1000
Bekinox® VN 12/4x275
these 100% stainless steel yarns
are typically used as sewing
yarns for the ﬁxing of our different
fabrics.

2

these 100% PBO ropes combine
a high strength and temperature
resistance up to 450° C. They are
typically used as covering
material for quench rings.

How can your company beneﬁt from Bekaert heat resistant separation material?
This datasheet explains why Bekaert heat resistant separation material helps you to reduce your total costs. If
you want to ﬁnd out how these high quality ﬁbres, ﬁlaments and yarns can work for you too, we are happy to
advise.

Bekintex NV

Being close to you is central to the Bekaert strategy.
This means you can count on your local contacts who speak your
language and are close to your business.
If you would like to get in contact with a Bekaert agent near you,
please contact us at bekintexinfo@bekaert.com or call +32 9 365 71 11.

tel. +32 9 353 93 93
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